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AN AGENDA FOR THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

Stephen Rubin*

Little more than a decade ago, the activities of state

public service oommissions were beyond the comprehension and

concern of the average citizen. Events of recent years have.

by now eraced all vestiges of public disinterest. These same

events -- the OPEC embargo and cartel, unremitting utility rate

increases, episodic power shortages and blackouts, and fears of

an annihilating nuclear accident among them -- have coalesced

to produce a climate of public op~nion decidedly hostile to

current commission practices and decisions. There is today an

often-voiced belief that regulation has been "captured" by the

regulated, that it is insensitive to consumer or conservation

needs, that it stifles innovation and competitive incen.tive, and

that it is hand~capped by in~fficiency and incompetence. There

is suspicion~ but little else.

For most citizens the work. of the state commissions remains

masked in elaborate regulatory formulas and arcane terminology.

It is a process administered by experts; only the most direct

consequences are visible and intelligible to the vast majority.

A decade of public concer!l has not altered this operative fact.

It compounds the citizen' s sense of powerlessness and frustration..

It is also the reason public criticism so often strikes at the

symptoms of deficient regulation rather than the root causes.

An element of misdirection in public c9mplaints can be

detected as well. But how convince consumers that higher rates
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or reduced service may have their source in Washington or the

Mideast, in altered technology, or in the consumption habits of

the comsumers themselves? The question is not idly asked. The

tide of popular dissatisfaction and distrust is not likely to

recede. If left unanswered by state commissions, it will be

answered elsewhere, with less understanding of regulatory theory

and less Goncern for future consequep~es.

What responsethtis far· has been -made by state commissims concen

trates reform efforts in precisely those aspects of the regulatory

process least comprehensible to the public, in matters such as

- cost-of-service accounting, rate_base evaluation, and plant and

equipment specification. While vital to the long-run integrity

of utility regulation, much more in the way of immediate and

tangible reforms is required if public confidence in commission

decisions is to be reclaimed.

I have in mind measures to improve the efficiency and

openness of the decisional process, to insure the integrity

and increase the .account..ability of commissioners and staff, and

to inform the public, in clear terms, of the goals sought to be

attained through regulation. Unlike energy supply or national

inflation, each of these institutional matters is within the

commission's immediate grasp and can be accomplished substantially

without supplemental legislation or new appropriations. But most

important, the benefits of such reform can be readily perceived

by the public and will afford a base for sustained innovation

in areas of regulation that·are more technical arid intractable.
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First Princioles

There are certain principles and assumptions which should

first be identified. The industries with which state public ser-
.

vice commissions are conventionally associated are electric, tele-

phone, gas, water and· sewer: described loosely as· "natural

monopolies." There are others. Tracking federal developments,

the state commissions now commonly exercise authority over the

intrastate operations of truck and bus companies, airlines and
I

railroads, as well as components of the telecommunications industry.

What more than a dozen federal departments and commissions admin-

ister at the national level, the states have compressed into one

agency.

This agglomeration of functions can be misleading. The·

structure and technology of the electric industry differ profoundly

from that of the telephone industry, and more profoundly still
2

from that of trucking. Although some regulatory principles do

service for more than one industry, the modes of appropriate

regulation can be quite diverse. Yet there is an inevitable ten-

dency to search for commonality, to believe for example that the

technical constraints on duplication of electric transmission

apply equally to telephone serviGe, or that competitive forces

are as ill-suited to motor carrier and airline operations as they

are to railroads. I will say more about this later. For the

present, it is sufficient to note the burden and complexity con-

fronting the commission as a result of its varied responsibilities,

and to suggest the danger of generalization when speaking, as I

will do,of systemic reforms.
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It is useful also to articulate what I take to be the

regulatory goals of the public service commission. These should

be familiar. My interest, however, is in the practical limitations

and conflicts attending the goals, and their significance for

reform efforts. My list has seven entries: service,· equity,

efficiency, innovation, conservation, consistency, and accountability.

1. Service~ Maintenance of adequate service ata reasonable

price to consumers is the overarching responsibility of the"

commission. Service and price are inseparable. Price regulation

is meaningless if quality of service is not also held to a .pre

scribed standard. Then, too, price impacts on consumer demand,

which in turn may significantly alter both tne production cost

and the availability and quality of the offered service. Equili

brating these highly interdependent factors occupies much of the

commission's efforts, for not only must the difficult balance be

initially struck, but the balance must also be restruck each time

an important input is altered. At the present time, chaniing

inputs -- energy. availabtlitr and cost, technology, population,

inflation -- occur almost constantly, and strain the resources

of the commission to· respond effectively. To the extent that

there is regulatory lag, this critical adjustment process is

thrown into costly disarray.

Other factorscompound the commission's burden. Improve-

ment in service may not always be desired when, for example,

it increases consumer demand and adversely effects the goal of

conservation. At other times, however, prevention of a new ser

vice may be b:icjllyquestionable. This is the case when, for example,
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expanded railroad freight haulage is prevented essentially because
3

it upsets the existing division of traffic with motor carriers.

There is no formula in science to accommodate such issues. They

must rest, ultimately, with the commission's best judgment. It

is vital to the legitimacy of decisions such as these that the

presuppositions, and objectives of commission action be clearly

expressed and open to review. This is an institutional matter

to which I 'shall have occasion to return.

2. Equity. The commission is under a number of constraints

to treat its constituency equitably. This, of course, means

industry investors as well as ratepayers and other consumers.

The tension between these interests is well-known. A short-term

utility rate increase, for example, can make cheaper service avail-

able in the long term. This correlation is one consumers and

in the current regulatory climate -- commissioners frequently find

difficult to accept.

Equity also becomes an issue in the income-transferring

subsidies regulation may produce. At the extreme, welfare.

considerations may predominate, as in proposals for special util-

ity rates for the poor or the elderly. The use of long-distance

charges to subsidize residential telephone use, or the multi

farious· "life-line ll rate proposals that periodically surface, are

other welfare examples. There is.reason to question whether the

authority to make such determinations· has been delegated to public

service commissions by state legislatures. If the authority does

exist, then surely the necessity of safeguards insuring regulatory

openness and accountability are·manifest. It is also essential

that the conunission have a clear view of the actual cost of
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the subsidy, through a rate formula which identifies true user

costs and contributions. There are several competing valuation
4

models, each with benefits and limitations. My concern here,

however, is with the process by which a particular formula is

chosen.

The commission also oversees subsidies of a purely economic

nature. By screening an industry from the competition that

might otherwise occur,' the commission forces consumers to pay a

subsidy, or tax, to the industry in the form of higher prices or

reduced service. Interindustry subsidies arise when one in-

dustry mode is favored over another, as may be the case in the

regulated transportation sector. At times, such subsidies may-

be defensible. But never to my "knowledge "has the public been

informed of the justification for a particular subsidy, or even

that such subsidies exist. This must change, for industry sub-

sidies are one area in which the "capture theory" of agency

regulation appears particularly valid to the average citizen.

,
3. Efficiency. The commission strives for efficiency both

"in the allocation of regulated industry resources and in its own

administration. The former responsibility has become the su~ject

of a vast (and I believe still inconclusive) economic literature.

Not the least of the difficulties confronting the commission in

this area is the just-mentioned scheme of intended or unintended

regulatory subsidies.

The second r~:gponsibility, administrative efficiency, has

only recently received focussed attention. Experiments with

procedural reforms "to eliminate costly administrative delay have
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begun: at the federal agency level. There is ample opportunity'

for such efforts at the state regulatory level, partiqularly in

the more extensive use of sununary procedures and greater reliance

upon rulemaking and other policy-planning devices,as I will in

dicate.

7·

4. Innovation. There would appear few constraints

on the goal of innovation. It serves producers and consumers

alike and is a touchstone of economic progress. In the market-

place, conpetitiveincentives provid~ the stimulus for research,

development and rapid implementation of improvements in machinery

and processes. In the regulated se~tor, such compet~tive incentives

may be dulled or removed. Since tpe pionee.ring work of Averch
5

and Johnson in 1962, commissions ~a.ve bee.n ~ler~~d to th~ pos-

sible disincentives to socially ,beneficial innovation and invest

ment that may be engende~ed' by certai~ .rate-of-return formulations.

Disincentives, or outright barriers, .to innovat,ion, may aris~. in

other contexts. yfuere competitor industries are regulated, the

allocation of markets achieved through regulation, with time, may

become etched in stone. Innovation or new.-investment in one of

these industries which increases its market share at the expense

of its competitor may be blocked by the commission in' order to

preserve the existing order. The innovation may be barre~ com-

pletely or discouraged by a prohib~tion on rate red~chi6ns which

reflect cost economies. This may be done to pr~vent ore industry

or company ~rom skimming the "revenue cream" 'of its competitor,

which is simply another variant of the regulatory subsidy.

The internecine struggl~ between the railro~d and t~ucking
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industries provides many illustrations. The drawn-out administra-

tive battle for dominance between satellite and cable modes of

trans-Atlantic telecommunication before the Federal Communications
'6

Commission affords yet another classic study.

Public service commissions do arbitrarily thwart innovation

at times. But equally important, commission action, or inaction,

may diminish the incentives for technological innovation in ways

neither intended nor foreseen. Rigid adherence to the status quo

and preservation of "vested. interests " often have this consequence.

What is needed is a broadened perspective and greater awareness

of the true costs and effects of regulatory action. Ultimately,

this is a matter of commissioner training and attitude.

5. Conservation. Doubts about the necessity of energy

conservation have disappeared in the harsh light of the 1973

OPEC embargo. The problems of implementing this goal are less

easily resolved. Experimenbs with peak, seasonal and time-of-day

rate schedules are a start. However, ignorance of true customer

demand elasticity for electricity (which the commissions have

done relatively little to dispel) remains a deterrent to imple-

mentation of efficient conservation programs. Additionally, the

use of rate schedules to promote conservation often encourages

departures from cost-of-service accounting formulas. Again, the

income transfers this may entail must be studied with great care,

unless the goals of equity and service are to be unwittingly

sacrificed.

Policy decisions as transcendent as energy conservation are

too vital to be buried in esoteric rate proceedings involving
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individual utilities. They should be made in an open and highly

visible forum -- preferably through public hearing and rulemaking.

6. Consistency. No enterprise can function efficiently in

an environment of arbitrary and unpredictable change. If anything,

the commission ~ecord in achieving regulatory consistency may be ,

too good, evincing a reluctance to alter basic directives to

accommodate changing circumstances and public policies. Consistency,

more~ver, mandates that regulatory standards be unambiguous to

avoid interpretative uncertainty and expensive clarification pro-

ceedings .. It is a difficult problem, one with which legislative

draftors and judicial authors are -welx-acquainted. In a real sense,

the public ~ervice commission incorporates functions of each of

these goverriment branches. The decision whether to issue a quasi-

judicial order or quasi-legislative rule in a particular matter

should depend, in important part, on the -clarity and consistency

afforded by each mode of analysis and decision. This is a unique

feature of administrative law which state commissions should fully

exploit.

Consistency has an aOCUtJonal dimension, best illustrated

by reference to the alternative models for utility rate~base com

putation. There are three such models; .original cost. (with its

restated cost variant), replacement cost, and reproductien cost.

Each has been employed at one time or another by public service

commissions. Each respond.s differently in periods of pronounced

inflation or deflation. Consistency and equity require that
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7. Accountability. Regulatory accountability, the final

goal, _pervades each of the others. It does not depend upon

whether commissioners are appointed or elected. Thus, members

of the California Public utilities Commission, which has long

enjoyed a reputation for open and responsive regulation, are

appointed by the governor with the advice and consent of the

legislature. What is required, first, is an appreciation of the

existence and- enormous impact of the economic and social policies

left to commission discretion. Then, an affirmative effort must

be made to inform the public of these policy choices and, where

appropriate, to encourage public input. Broadened public involve-

ment is an obligation- now shared by the commission and, in a grow
8

ing number of states, the office of public council. Nonetheless,

neither governmental agency can -purp::>rt to represent fully the

myriad and possibly conflicting interests of different groups

within society. There is no effective substitute for direct public

involvement in the regulatory apparatus to equal the industry

presence that perforce exists. Commission procedures must be

designed to facilitate the widest airing of responsible viewpoints.

A Reform Agenda

This review of public service commission goals draws attention

to areas of greatest regulatory concern. With numerous essential

responsibilities to perform, far too much of the energy of commis

sioners and staff ~ppears -~ be squand~ in corrpletion-of unnecessa+Y tasks.

It has always been taken as l~w, for example, that ratemaking and

certification proceedings must conform to the-formal rigors of

trial, including the ritualistic presentation of exhibits and
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direct and cross examination of all witnesses. But such a process

is commanded by neither the administrative Procedure'Act nor

governing case law. Much to the contrary, decisions such as the
9

Permian Basin Area Rate Cases, demonstrate the benefQts to be

derived from summary procedures.in rate and other repetitive,

regulatory matters. In Permian Basin, the then-existing Federal

Power Commission responded to the need for flexibility and expedi

tion in' the setting of well-head natural gas rates:by developing

a hybrid procedure at which a compositemaximum rate was established

for all wells within a defined production field.

Recently, the Civil Aeronautics Board invited comments on

proposed rules. to establish expedited hearing procedures for botp
10 .

air route certificates and ratemaking. Basicaily, the new pro-

cedures would require the submission of all evidence in written

form and would dispense with an oral hearing and an initial or

recommended decision by -an administrative law judge. The Board

would, instead, receive and review the evidence itself and issue

an agency decision. Whether, and to what extent, the Board·

would proceed under these expedited procedures in any particular

case will be within the Board's discretion. This appro~chwar

rants careful study by state commissions which confront· similar

administrative tasks and operate under comparable legal constraints.

This'is'not to suggest that abandonment of formal adjudica

tion or diminished regulatory oversight should be the order of

the day. Experiments with utility rate indexing or cost pass

throughs, such as the fuel adjustment charge,. demonstrate the need
11

for very explicit guidelines and an effective monitoring apparatus.
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The abuses that have surfaced in the use of such automatic rate

devices are fair warning of the care that must be taken in strik

ing'a balance between the need for expedition and efficiency and

the need for detailed oversight.

In this vein, an inquiry that may prove profitable entails

the feasibility'of using periodic rate adjustments and profit
12

ceilings. In one formulation by Professor Baumol, rates would

be subject to·' regulatory review only at periodic intervals; say

every three years. At the review date, the rates would be cali-

brated to provide a fair rate of return during the succeeding

interval. '.T.he company would then be permitted to retain all the

earnings it makes during the three-year period before the next

review, regardless of the level of these earnings. The company

would be permitted to lower its rates within established limits

whenever it decided. But 'it would not be allowed any interim

rate increases except for extraordinary circumstances. If such

a system of rate regulation seems unthinkable, it is worth noting

that existing regulatory lag produces somewhat the same process

currently, only now by indirection. Among the benefits of a

Baumol-type procedure are its incentives for efficiency and innova-

tion, for greater regulatory consistency, and for enhanced

scheduling and planning.

There are, of course, no panaceas·for resolving difficult

regulatory issu~s. But much can begained·by rethinking,traditional

modes of decisionmaking. The diverse responsibilities of the

state public service commission are without parallel.' Decisions

made in one area intrude into others. Judgments rendered with

inadequate or inaccurate information, or without 'clearly established

standards and objectives, generate enormous waste and inequity.
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Summary procedures, where practicable, should be used to end

existing regulatory delay and to allow more time for policy

formulation, systematic data collection and monitoring, and long-

range forecasting and' analysis. It is in these areas that commis-

sions are currently most deficient and in which the rewards of

regulatory efficiency would be most prono~nced.

It also follows that where it is feasible to rely on market

forces rather than administrative decision to direct industry

activity, deregulation is warranted. Deregul~tion not only opens

access and restores competitive incentives to the involved in-

dustry, but also permits the commission to focus its attention

upon those matters for which regulation remains essential.

Regulated industries stand midway between government owner-

ship and free enterprise. There is a growing national sentiment

that the balance has been 'poorly struck in the regulation of the
13 14

trucking industry. Other nations, including Australia" Canada
15 .

and Britain, enjoy the economies. of a COl'l'petitive rrotorcarrier in-

dustry with none of the chaos predicted by American trucking firms.

Dismantling the vast apparatus of common and contract motor carrier

regulation should be a 'policy in which public service commissions

assume the initiatiye, both in their own operations and in securing

comprehensive legislative reform.

I do not advocate immediate or complete deregulation. Car-

rier operatiAg safety' and perhaps financial responsibility will

always be of public concern. However, the barriers to entry

created by the certification process should be torn down within

a relatively brief period of time. This is an area in which
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the commission may begin to take action without legislative amend
16

ment to the Motor Carrier Act. Any form of cartel practice in

which the commission currently acts as broker or enforcer should

also be abolished. Economists have amply discredited both the

"excess competition" and "intermoda1 rationality" arguments once

advanced to justify extensive motor carrier market protection.

If the goals of regulation are to be served, commissioners should

advocate and practice a return to competition in the trucking

industry at the state level.

The motor carrier industry is a notorious instance in which

the self-interest of a powerful special group appears to determine

regulatory outcomes. When an industry's fortunes are so directly

controlled by a regulatory agency, the pressures that will be

brought to bear on commissioners and staff to foster the industry's

interests become intense. In such situations it is crucial that

the commission articulate the appropriate relationship which

should exist between regulators and industry lobbyists to prevent

undue or corrupting influence.· A meaningful and binding ethical

code should be promulgated by the commission to notify members

and staff of legitimate forms of contact with industry officials
\

and public advocates. All contacts which relate to pending mat

ters should be confined to regular office hours and docketed in

a journal open to public inspection. The receipt of gifts and

other benefits should be explicitly pro.scribed. It is essential,

furthermore, that private individuals not be permitted to contest

staff recommendations with senior commission officials without

notice to and, where appropriate, the participation ot involved

staff members.
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Staff morale is vital to the proper functioning of the com-

mission. Employee compensation should reflect the level of skill

required for effective operation and provide incentives for

productivity and integrity. Compensation computed at a fixed

rate with little prospect for advancement, the current norm, does

little to remove bureaucratic waste and incompetence. Procure-

ment of legislative funding adequate to the personnel needs of

the commission should receive the highest priority. Finally,

promulgation of more efficient administrative procedures will en-

hance existing staff resources and afford the commission greater

discretion in selecting the areas in which staff efforts are most

productively directed.

As a standard practice, the state public service commission

should endeavor to open its deliberations to a wider public audi-

ence. The more extensive use of rulemaking to formulate policy

standards would serve this purpose. Improved opportunities for

public participation might include announcement in lay terms of

proposed commission action in the mass media, provision for dis-

tribution of studies and reports without charge, public appear-

ances and seminars by commissioners and staff, and establishment

of an office of public information whos'e responsibilities would

include the instruction of citizens regarding procedures for parti
17

cipation at hearings and the, submission of comments. For the

many states that have enacted "sunshine" laws, these measures

would make open government a practical reality.

The commission should also encourage pUblic, industry and

staff complaints by means of an e.ffectiye internal res'ponse
--

mechanism. Staff members who are assigned the investigation of
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such complaints should be given authority to pursue the matter

until its conclusion. Servi~g somewhat as regulatory ombudsmen,

these staff members should have the power to make formal recom

mendations to be voted upori directly by 'the commissioners. There

is no scarcity, of complaints, but few state commissions have de-

veloped a formal and coordinated procedure for their internal

resolution~

The public service commissions face an unsettled future.

Federal energy legislation now pending is just one of many
18

developments of uncertain import. If anything, the tasks of

the commissions will become more difficult as new responsibilities

and constraints are added to their already complex regulatory

jurisdiction. Reforms which strengthen the commission from with-

in, and which carry forth its public service mandate, are both

essential and attainable'.
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